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• Flew 96 combat missions in a Typhoon Fighter Bomber.
• Hit by enemy fire 6 times,
• Force landed once,
• Shot down once.
On August 10, 1944 I was posted from 83 GSU (Group Support Unit) Bognor Regis to 440 RCAF
Squadron based at B9 Lantheuil/Cruelly on the beachhead in Normandy, France. 440 squadron along with
438 and 439 made up 143 wing 83 group of 2nd T.A.F. (Tactical Air Force). We were an all-Canadian wing
and flew in close support to the British army. Eighty-four group, all RAF, flew in close support to the
Canadian army—go figure.
First I will explain the organization and flying configurations of a Typhoon Fighter Bomber
Squadron (pages 2-5).
Fig. 11, Organization Chart
Fig. 2
2, Take-offs & Forming up
Fig. 33, Battle Formation
Fig. 4
4, Dive Bombing Formation
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A bit about the mighty Typhoon (F
ig. 5)
(Fig.
The Hawker Typhoon was the first
British Fighter to fly at 400 mph on the
straight and level. She was powered with a
2200 horsepower 24 cylinder Napier Sabre
engine, swinging a 15-foot diameter, 4 bladed
propeller. Her armament of 2 – 1000 pound
bombs and 480 rounds of 20 mm shells
(a mixture of armour piercing and high
explosive) was one of the heaviest of
Fig. 5, HawkerTyphoon design plans

any fighter.

Twenty rounds from the end we had 5 tracer bullets. We stopped strafing ground targets when
we saw our tracers. We carried 20 rounds home in case enemy fighters jumped us on the way. Our 4
cannons were synchronized at 400 yards (all cannon shells fired through a point at 400 yards). Even
at 400 miles per hour when you fired your cannon, the typhoon slowed up and you went forward in
your straps. Fully loaded she weighed 7 tons but she flew and handled perfectly and kept me alive for
111 hours of combat flying.
Fig. 5.1,
HawkerTyphoon
in battle
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John Clare, a staff correspondent, wrote a bit about us in a newspaper (Fig. 6). I like
the way he points out that the army thought we were all right.

Fig. 6, Typhoon clipping
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A bit about the Beachhead
I landed on the beachhead on August 10th, just 10 days before the official end of the Battle
of Normandy. I feel a little embarrassed wearing the Normandy Medal, as it was almost over when
I got there. We were billeted in tents (Fig. 7 & 8) – 2 to a tent. We slept on our canvas cots,
washed in our canvas washbasins (Fig. 7), and bathed in our canvas baths (Fig. 9). It was hot, dusty
and dirty and the hornets ruled the mess tent. The runway was a flat spot 100 feet wide by 1000
feet long. The engineers laid a steel mat on the surface for us to land on.

Fig. 7, Tents

The daylight hours were
long and we flew from dawn to
dusk in close support to the
Brits, during the battle to close
the Falaise Gap. On our time
off we swam on Juno Beach
(Fig. 10 & 10.1) and toured the
area around Bayeux Cathedral
(Fig. 11) on our motorcycles.

On my last motorcycle trip I came to a shell crater in the road
and there were jeep tracks going down into it and out the other side.
I followed on my bike, but when it hit the far side the bike stalled
and fell over on me. It was soft sand and I wasn’t hurt, but I treated
the bike with more respect on the way home. After several
motorcycle accidents the pilots were not allowed to ride them
anymore.

Fig. 8, Inside Tent
Fig. 9, Canvas baths

Fig. 10, Normandy beach
At night when we were laying in our
cots, we could hear the shell fragments
from the anti-aircraft fire falling through
the trees around our tent. Several times I
got out of bed and got into my slit trench,
but no falling shrapnel ever hit our tent.

Fig. 10.1, Boys on Normandy beach

Church Parade was held on Sunday and we all sat on jerry
cans (gas cans) out in the open (Fig. 12) for the service.
Fig. 11, Bayeux Cathedral

Fig. 12,Typhoons spread out
to avoid in line
strafing of planes
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Fig. 13, Last minute
snacks

Fig. 14, F/L Jim Beatty
Finally a few miscellaneous pictures on
beachhead, Fig. 13 - Last minute snacks,
Fig. 14 - F/L Jim Beatty digging slit trench,
Fig. 15 - campsite, Fig. 16 - German grave,
Fig. 16, German grave

Fig. 15, Campsite (right)

Fig. 16.1

Fig. 17.1 (below)
Fig. 16.1 – 1000 pound bomb under wing
– note invasion white strips on wing,
Fig. 17 – Tank Crew grave, Fig. 17.1 – Bridge
over Seine after Typhoon strike,
Fig. 18 – map of beachhead showing
position of B9 and targets of my 12 ops
flown off B9.

Fig. 17, Tank Crew grave
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I flew my first op on August 12, 1944. I flew as wingman to Blue section leader. He impressed
on me how I was to stick to him like glue and not to take any chances till I learned the system. The
battle to close the Falaise Gap was raging down below. The battle area was covered in smoke and
dust. I could not determine the target in the poor visibility. I stuck to his wing as we dove straight
down onto the target. I had one eye on the battle below, one eye on him and the other eye on his
bombs. When he released his bombs, I released mine. So much for my exciting first op – I never did
see the target.
Each op consisted of one dive-bombing attack and about 7 strafing runs. A strafing run started by
lining up on your target at about 1/2 mile out, getting it squarely in your gun sight as you approached
at about 400 miles per hour, opening fire at 400 yards, fire about 15 rounds from each cannon (a one
second burst) and pull up just missing the top of the target. All the time, every German soldier within
range is shooting at you. Speed is your only ally on a strafing run. Our Hispano long barreled 20 mm
cannon fired 760 rounds per minute, or 12 rounds per second per cannon, so the most you could get
off at a target was 60 rounds per attack.
For an appreciation of my 12 ops I flew in support of the Battle to close the Falaise Gap, (the
Canadians and the Brits coming down from the north and the Americans coming up from the south)
see my logbook pages (Fig. 19 & 20) and the Squadron Operations record book pages (Fig. 21 & 22).
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Fig. 23, Pulverizer Nose Art

On August 25

th

on my 10

th

op I flew

Pulverizer I. I don’t remember what
happened to its previous pilot, but I hit it
off well with the two ground crew who
“owned” the plane. I assume that they had
named it, or at least agreed to the name if
the previous pilot had named it.
Fig. 24,Typhoon Fighter Bomber Sweep template

Each aircraft has its own fitter (engine) and
rigger (airframe) mechanics that stay with the
airplane all the time. Vic Bell from
Peterbourgh, Ontario; and Pete Petersan from
Port Alberni, B.C. looked after the Pulverizer.
They were proud of their nose art (Fig. 23) and
kept our ops tally up to date (a bomb for a 2 –
1000 pounders bombing op and a broom for a
2 – 500 pounders sweep looking for targets of
opportunity). I still have the template (Fig.
24). We stayed together as a 3-man team until
I finished my tour of duty.
You will notice that in my first 10 days on
the squadron I flew 12 ops during which 4
pilots were killed. I did not have time to
know them well, nor did I have time to
become battle hardened and each loss made
me a little more careful as to which way I
would attack my targets.
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The saga of the lo
st squadr
on
lost
squadron
The army closed the Falaise Gap on August 20,
1944 - and that is the date that marks the end of the
Normandy Campaign. As the armies pushed northward, the squadron moved up with them to carry out
our roll of close support. On August 31st we moved up
to B24 at St. Andre, France; and on September 3rd we
moved up to B48 at Amiens, France.
On September 6th we were to move up from B48 to
B58 at Melsbroek (Brussels Airport), Belgium.

Fig. 24.1, Convoy to Amiens

We were to do a sweep on the way and we were carrying 2 – 500 pounders, a full load of 20
mm, and all our personal gear tucked in the wings around our cannon. I was one of a flight of 9
aircraft.
We took off at 6 P.M. (Fig. 25) and all was normal till I heard the C.O. ask blue leader if he
knew where we were and he answered “negative”. It was raining and we had been forced down
low to stay under the clouds. I knew right then that we were in trouble. Only red and blue
leaders map read on an op, the rest of the squadron’s job is to watch out for enemy fighters. The
next thing I hear is the C.O. saying “SAFRON SQUADRON SAFRON LEADER STEER 270
DEGREES AND LAND WHEN YOU ARE RUNNING OUT OF FUEL”. I was on my own
flying on a heading of 270 when I saw the red panels on the ground. (The army’s most forward
positions placed 2 ft. x 4 ft. red panels on the ground to indicate they are ours). I knew then that
we were right over the front line so I kept flying. I had to get rid of my bombs. I came to a large
field full of cows and I dropped my bombs (safe) unfused. Somewhere in France there are 2 – 500
pound bombs about 10 ft. down underground in a cow pasture. When I was finally running out
of gas, I picked a newly ploughed field with the furloughs going the long way and put Pulverizer
I down on her belly in the mud. (Fig. 26 & 27)

Fig. 25, 440 Squadron Operations Record
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Fig. 27.1 Business card (front)

The farmer and his family came running out to meet me
(Fig. 27A – business card). When they saw I was a Canadian
they were overjoyed, but couldn’t understand why I couldn’t
speak french. They took me into their home and wined and
dined me. That night I slept in the daughter’s bed (minus
the daughter). The next morning, after an emotional
goodbye to the family, he took me by bicycle to the F.F.I.
and we said our goodbyes in the typical French way.

Fig. 26
The F.F.I. took me to a
safe house in the village
of Bohain, France, and a
woman doctor came to
interview me. Buck
Jenvey was already there;
he had landed safely not
far from me.

The F.F.I. fellows then took us for another bicycle ride and handed us over to the Americans.
Fig. 27

See Fig. 28 for
Harold Mayes’ take
on our story. Buck
and I stuck
together and it
took us 3 days to
get to Brussels.

Fig. 28

Figures 29 & 30 show a couple of stops along our route home. Buck and I became good friends during
our experience of being lost. He was a very experienced pilot with many ops already to his credit. He
asked me if I wanted to be his wingman and I flew in that position whenever possible. I’m sure his
guidance had something to do with me surviving my first ops while I gained experience and savvy on
how to stay alive.

Fig. 29, 50 miles to go...

When we arrived at Brussels our tent was ready
for us. With 9 of us missing they were a little
short on pilots and they were glad to see us back.

Fig. 30, Buck at Waterloo
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B58 M
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I arrived at Brussels on foot on Sept 9, 1944. The squadron was already fully operational and I flew
my 13th op the next day.
Brussels was the first city in
Europe that we had time to enjoy
and we spent our time off
downtown in the pubs. By now
the squadron had two pets, Chips
(small) and Smoky (big).
Fig. 31, Smoky

Fig. 32, Smoky’s grave

Chips was the C.O. S/L Pentland’s
dog and Smoky belonged to everyone
(Fig. 31). I can’t remember what
happened to Smoky, but we gave him
a proper burial (Fig. 32).

Fig. 33, Bomb Storage
Fig. 33 shows our
bomb storage area.
The big bomb is a
1000 pounder, the
small ones are
250pounders used by
Spitfires.

On September 11th I flew my 14th op, my first op in Pulverizer II. I flew wingman to Buck
Jenvey (Fig. 36 and Fig. 37). By now I was considered reasonably experienced and started taking my
turn in the dreaded tail end Charlie position of Blue 4. I flew my 13th, 16th and 18th ops in this
position (see log book page Fig. 36 and Squadron Log Fig. 36A). Flying on Buck’s wing had its
disadvantages. My 19th op was my first trip into Germany and we were given the scare treatment
about not allowing yourself to be caught by the German civilians. They didn’t know the difference
between a Typhoon pilot and a real bomber pilot, and the things they would do to you are
unmentionable. We were to surrender to the first soldier we saw and trust him to get us into a
prison camp.
Fig. 34 is Ralph McDonald outside his tent
and Fig. 35 is a FW190 that was booby-trapped.
When it was pulled down by souvenir hunters it
exploded and killed two of them.
Fig. 35, Booby-trapped FW 190

Fig. 34, Ralph McDonald
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The army was on the move and no battles were fought during the 15 days we flew off Brussels’ airport. It
was the first city the squadron had seen since D Day and the pilots were ready for a little R & R. We had it
pretty easy and we made it through the 15 days with no casualties.

Fig. 36, Hardy Logbook Entry
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B78 Eindhoven, H
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Typhoon over Eindhoven - 1944
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Fir
st a bit about the Aer
odr
ome
irst
erodr
odrome
When we arrived we were pleasantly surprised to see we were out of the tents. We were
billeted in the jail, 2 to a cell. With one canvas cot on each side, there wasn’t much room left in the
middle. The cells were in the basement and our mess hall was on the main floor. To give us more
space, Buck and I went out to the bombed out buildings and gathered enough lumber and nails to
build a double bunk frame to carry our two cots. We placed it against the back end of our cell. We
now had room for a table and chairs in the center of the cell. It was a mixed blessing; the guys
were always playing cards in our cell.
One night we were all summoned up to the mess hall late at night (Fig. 37.1). We were told the
Germans were on the other side of the canal and that we were to stand by to help the airdrome
defense people if they needed us. I was scared. I visualized a bunch of veteran German soldiers with
fixed bayonets coming after a bunch of scared pilots with 38 caliber six shooters. The only time we
had fired our 38’s was when we all stood around the rim of a bomb crater shooting rats in the bottom.
The night passed and everything was normal again in the morning. I guess the defense team did their
job, or maybe the Germans didn’t attack, I can’t remember what the final outcome was.
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Fig. 38

Fig. 39
The Germans had
camouflaged the airdrome
buildings with large nets of
camouflage material. They
even had wooden horses
and cows for the runways
(Figs. 38 & 39). Fig. 40 is a
picture of my ground
crew—Vic on the right,
Pete on the left.

Fig. 40,
My Ground Crew

Fig. 41, Dutch Refugees

Our dispersal hut, down with the planes, was now a Nissan hut complete with floor and it was warm and
cozy. We furnished it with furniture salvaged from bombed out buildings. We each had a steel chest to keep
our parachute and flying gear in (rodent proof ), and these we placed against the walls under the sloping sides
of the hut. Fig. 41 shows Dutch refugees crossing the canal. I was lucky and the Pulverizer was parked the
second plane out from the dispersal hut (Fig.42). Our church was now a “Nissan Hut” built inside a bombed
out hanger about 100 yards from our dispersal hut. There was a long narrow above ground bomb shelter
beside the hanger.
Fig. 42, Pulverizer clipping
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A bit about my Dut
ch fami
Dutch
familly
A Dutch family adopted each pilot who was willing. In hindsight I don’t know whether they wanted a Canadian
pilot as a prestige thing or to take advantage of the food we were able to take to them.
Fig.42.1
My family had 3 daughters, one about 19
(Kay) who could speak English and two very
young ones. About once a week I would take
Kraft dinners, cigarettes and anything else I
could scrounge from the mess and we would
all have a feed, quite exciting for them.Kay
was a great barterer.
One night I took the jeep and drove
her around to the hobby farmers and she
traded cigarettes for eggs, cheese and
different kinds of meat. I didn’t smoke and
I had lots of cigarettes. I encouraged her to
be generous, but she was a hard bargainer
and would only give them 5 cigarettes for an
egg. After our trip we took the loot to her
mother and we all had a gourmet meal.
Her Dutch boyfriend (he worked on the railway) took a dim view of me taking her out in the jeep. I
don’t think he trusted her with a half Irish Canadian fighter pilot with Leprechaun eyebrows. She married her
boyfriend after the war and sent me a print of her wedding picture (Fig. 42.1).
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Back tto
o shooting both ways
In the last days of September, I flew 6 ops (Fig. 43). Note they are all in Blue 4 position because Buck
liked the Blue 3 position. I must have really been complaining, because you will note in (fig. 44) that he had
changed his choice of positions.

Fig. 43.1, Pulveriser Two

On September 28, my 23rd op,
we were sent up to help the army at
Arnhem very late in the evening. It
was light up where we were, but
even though the battle was raging
down below it was too dark on the
ground to see any targets (The
movie about this battle was called
“A Bridge too Far”).

It was getting dark and I was getting panicky because I had never flown a typhoon at night and
I remembered how I hated flying a spitfire at night. Finally the leader gave up trying to find
targets and we headed home. At least I knew where the light switch was and was able to light
my instruments, but one of the fellows didn’t and was striking matches in the cockpit to see his
instruments. We got home before total darkness and all of us landed safely.
On October 2, 1944, I was flying my 27th op (Fig. 44) when Roberta was born and the “?” on the barrel (Fig. 45)
was answered. I had kept a bottle of booze for the occasion and we celebrated the event in our cell.

Fig.45

On October 5th I was sent to England to pick up a new
Typhoon at Thorny Island. On my way back I stopped at an
American base at St. Trond for gas. I taxied out for take off, but
there was a wing formation of Thunderbolts coming in to land
and they told me to hold. It was getting late in the evening and by
the time they were all landed, it was too late for me to take off and
make Eindhoven before dark, so I stayed the night with the Yanks.
The next morning my engine was so cold it would not start.
A “Koffman Starter” started the Napier Sabre engine. It was a round cylinder like our 38 caliper revolver
cylinders with 6-10 gauge shells. When you fired the 10-gauge shell the engine would make a few revolutions and
hopefully start. Mine didn’t and I ran out of shells. I borrowed an Auster airplane (Fig. 46) from the Yanks and flew
up to Eindhoven and got a case of shells. I finally got her started and got back to Eindhoven on October 8th.
Sadly, while I was fooling around trying to
get the new typhoon home, we lost two
pilots, including our commanding officer
(see picture of him and chips in Fig. 44).
He was shot down “train busting” as track
bombing and train strafing was called in
those days. Operations’ record book
(Fig. 47) describes what happened to
S/L Pentland DFC on his 174th op.

Fig.46, Auster MK Reconnaissance & Observation Aircraft
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On October 27th we moved from the jail to a convent in the middle of Eindhoven (Fig. 47.1). You
entered the convent through a gate into a central courtyard. The classrooms were all around on the courtyard
level and the nuns lived upstairs. Each squadron had a classroom for our sleeping quarters. We placed our
bunks along the walls and we had the center of the room for our activities. The two flight commanders
shared a room and the C.O. probably had his own room.
Shortly after we moved into the convent we had an outbreak of “scabies” among the pilots. We
had to shave all the hair off “down there” and coat ourselves with a blue ointment. I can still see
us in our classroom, standing around laughing and plastering ourselves with the ointment. If the
floor above wasn’t soundproof, the nuns that could speak English must have gotten an earful.

Each day when we returned to the
convent from the airfield in a 1500
weight truck, there would be a bunch
of Dutch kids (Fig. 47.2) waiting to see
what they could scrounge from the
pilots.

Fig. 47.2
Eventually each pilot had a favourite kid or
was it vis-versa. Mine was a little girl (Fig.
47.3) and second from the left in Fig. 47.2.
Fig. 47.3 also shows me in the Pulverizer
with one of the armerers. That is Ralph
McDonald in the top left hand corner.

Fig. 47.3

Fig.47.4
The nuns were short of starch for their
habits. Hazel sent me some for them
and I traded it for a bit of laundry
service. Fig. 47.4 is the church that was
part of the convent complex. Fig. 47.5
shows Ernie Savard the other flight
commander and myself in our room in
the convent.

Fig.47.5

After the war Ernie wrote his memoirs of the war. He called
it “Top Button”, a reference to the fact that you could always
tell a fighter pilot as we were allowed to leave the top button
on our tunic unbuttoned, an old custom probably stared in
the R.A.F. I observed the custom throughout my twelve
years in the air force—a little bit of pride no doubt. The
convent was a first class winter quarters and I can’t remember
any problems during the 5 months we were billeted there.
On one of our trips into Germany I got separated from
the squadron. There’s no more scary feeling than being alone
about 80 miles inside enemy territory. I went down on the deck
and set an approximate course for home.
I was flying over a large swampy area and, embarrassing as it was, I decided to ask for a homing. I called up
“Mayday Mayday—Safron Blue 4—Homing Please”. Immediately a voice came on and gave me a vector to fly
that would take me right back into Germany. It was a German who had intercepted my call and was trying to
steer me into his flak guns. A few seconds later our own radar came on and said “Safron Blue 4, Make Your
Cockerel Crow”. I turned on my I.F.F. (Indication Friend or Foe) and our radar picked me up and gave me a
course to fly to Eindhoven. I made it home, a little embarrassed but glad to be alive.
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On October 28th, on my 30th op, I was made Blue Section Leader and actually led the
squadron once on my 33rd op (Fig. 48). My Dutch family celebrated my “promotion?” to Blue
Section Leader (Fig. 49). They watched the squadron go out and come home every day, now
they knew which one was me. By now I had survived a third of my tour while seven of my
mates were killed.

Fig.48

p. 38 / fig. 49
blue section leader - dutch clippings
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On November 2nd, when I was flying my 32nd
op, my long time friend Ralph McDonald (Fig.
50) was killed in a flying accident. We buried
him in a temporary grave in the Eindhoven
Cemetery (Fig. 51). On the day before he died
he wrote a take off on the 23rd Psalm (Fig.52).
After the war was over he was moved to the
Groesbeek Canadian War Cemetery (Fig. 53).
Fig. 51

Fig. 50, Ralph Mcdonald (above)

During the Dutch 50 year celebration of their Liberation (1995), Hazel and I visited his grave. He and Derric
Sugden, our only other flying accident victim, are coincidently buried side by side (Fig. 54). I wrote a letter to
his parents and his mother wrote a very sad letter back to me (Fig. 55). Ralph was the first close friend that I
had lost on ops but he wouldn’t be the last.
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On November 18th, we were bombing a bridge over the Roer river. We knew there would be heavy flak;
bridges were our most dangerous targets. The Germans put up a “cone of fire” over a bridge, all guns fired to
a point a few thousand feet above the bridge. They knew in order to hit the bridge we had to dive straight
down through it. We always expected to lose someone on a bridge. On this occasion F/O Rielly was hit by 88
mm flak just as he started his dive (Fig. 56). Eighty-eight mm flak are those large black puffs you see in all the
movies of bombers flying over Germany.
Fig.56, Logbook entry
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On November 26th, on my 44th op, I was hit by 88 mm flak for the first time (Fig. 57). They put 6 holes
in Pulverizer II. Our ground crew had a unique way of patching the holes and we were all proud of our little
round patches on our flak holes. I had to fly 4 ops in other typhoons while they patched up Pulverizer II, but
I got her back for my 49th op on December 3rd.
Fig. 57

On December 3rd, we lost Derric Sugden in a flying accident (Fig. 58). He landed downwind with his
bombs on, overshot the runway and drowned in the canal. He was the only 440-squadron death due to an
accident in my time with the squadron.

Fig. 58

On my 54th op we were testing the “blind bombing” system. We flew over the target above the clouds
and we were told when to drop our bombs. I think it was a failure because they only had us do it a few times.
We flew in tight finger four formation above the clouds. We were out of sight from the ground so there was
no flak. Hopefully the Spitfires were up there above us to protect us from German fighters. It was a piece of
cake and we got credit for an op. Too bad they discontinued the use of the system.
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German Ar
dennes Offensive
Ardennes
The Germans started their last offensive of the war in the Ardennes in December 1944. The movie
made of this battle was called “The Battle of the Bulge”. The weather was duff and deprived the Americans
of their air support for the first days of the battle.
Casualties were high on the ground; both the Americans and the Germans had approximately 100,000
each. The Americans had 30,000 killed.
The weather cleared just before Christmas and the Canadian typhoons were sent down to take part in the
battle. As we approached the area we crossed the line—clear ground on the north side, snow on the south—a
sharp dividing line. When we got to Euskirchen there were German vehicles everywhere. It was Falaise all
over again; only this time there was no dust or smoke and their vehicles stood out against the snow.
Fig.59, Logbook Entry

Fig. 60, 440 Squadron Operations Record

On Christmas day on my 58th op (Figs. 59 & 60), I was strafing a tank when I heard a thud in my tail
end. A shell knocked part of my rudder and tailplane apart. Robert Bailey depicted this attack in his painting
of myself and my wingman called “Typhoon Target” (Fig. 61).
Fig. 61, “Typhoon Target” by Robert Bailey
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With both hands on the stick, I was able to climb her up to 7000 feet. She wasn’t reacting to
the controls in a normal manner so I tried to simulate a landing on a cloud. When the speed got
below 200 mph I started to loose control so I knew right then that I would have to abandon her.
The normal procedure for bailing out of a fighter is to push the stick forward and bunt yourself out.
Without control of the aircraft I had to do it the hard way. I pulled the jettison leaver and the canopy
and right side of the cockpit were gone.
I slowed her down as much as I could without loosing control, a quick glance at the airspeed
indicator showed 178 mph. I leaned out the side of the cockpit, slid down the wing and luckily I
missed the tailplane. I must have opened my parachute too soon; when it gripped the air, the snap on
me tore the maps off flush with the top of my flying boots and my gauntlets were stripped down and
left just hanging on to my fingers. Both times that I bailed out I was struck by the dead silence as you
float down to earth.
Fig. 62, Newspaper clipping (left)
I landed in a tree adjacent to a British army camp and
they came running out to help me. See Fig. 62 for the
press release from the army. Fig. 62.1 is from the
squadron operations record book. They took me into
their mess and poured me a glass of whisky. I was shaking
so much I had to hold it with two hands. They assigned
me a jeep and driver and he drove me back to Eindhoven.
Fig. 62.1, 440 Squadron Operations Record

When we drove into the courtyard, Kay was there trying to find out what had happened to me. My
little Dutch girl who had met the truck every day must have gone down and told the family that I hadn’t
returned. I cut the shroud lines off my torn parachute, rolled up the silk canopy and shoved it into Kay’s
arms, she went out the gate with her arms full of silk. I often wondered what my Dutch family did with all
that silk.
December 26 and 27 were the last two days we took part in the “Battle of the Bulge”. It was a costly
battle for us. Eight typhoons were shot down. I was the only one able to bail out; the other seven pilots were
killed.
When strafing German vehicles we would report our results as flamers, smokers or damaged. Flamers
and smokers are obvious. Damaged means that you saw your cannon shells hitting the target, but it did not
catch fire.
Typhoon Fury, by Robert Bailey, A.S.A.A.
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I made 6 trips to the Ardennes. My contribution to that battle was 6 dive bombing attacks
and approximately 40 strafing runs. Fig. 64 is the dust cover off the book “440 Squadron History”
depicting the Pulverizer strafing German vehicles at a roadblock typical of Falaise and St. Vith.
I think my efforts in the Ardennes had a lot to do with me being awarded the DFC. Fig. 65 is the
letter sent to Hazel and my mother. Figs. 66 and 67 are letters I received regarding the award.
On December 29th, they put us back on train busting. Dangerous as it was, we were all relieved to get away
from the Ardennes as we were taking heavy casualties down there.

Fig. 64, 440 Squadron History Coverpage
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It wasn’t all good- my good friend and mentor Buck Jenvey was hit. We were strafing a train when the
car Buck was strafing blew up and he flew through all the debris in the air. Some of it went into his oil cooler
and he came out the other side streaming coolant. He force landed in a field, got out and was running
towards a treed area. I flew down low over his plane; he stopped, turned around and waved to me. Fig. 68 is
the Squadron Log Report and Fig. 69 is my logbook page. I wrote a letter to his wife. Fig. 70 is her answer.
Buck managed to avoid capture until late March when the Germans finally caught him and shot him. What a
terrible thing for his wife to get that message after I had given her such hope. Of the 27 pilots killed on our
squadron, Buck is the only one buried in Enschede Eastern Cemetery. During the 2-minute silence on
Armistice Day, I always see Buck standing there waving to me.
Fig. 68, 440 Squadron Operations Record

Fig. 69, Logbook entry
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Buck Jenvey was “A” Flight Commander and I was Blue 1. We led the squadron together on many trips.
When Buck was lost, I was made temporary Flight Commander.
On December 31st on my 64th Op, we flew our first 143 wing show. All three squadrons took part. I led
our squadron to Winterswijk marshaling yards, where we dropped “Cluster Bombs” for the second time. Also
known as “Fragmentation Bombs” & “Anti Personnel Bombs”, they weighed 530 pounds and they contained
26—20 pound shrapnel bombletts (Fig. 71). They spun on the way down, the canisters opened and flung the
bombletts over a large area.
On December 31st I flew my 65th Op to end off 1944. I was two thirds of the way through my tour. We
had lost 17 pilots, but my luck was holding. On Fig. 69, I signed off as O.C.A. Flight “Officer Commanding”
for Buck Jenvey.
Fig. 71, Cluster Bomb
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January 1, 1945 was an exciting morning on our aerodrome. The Germans carried out
their “Operation Bonaparte” where they attacked all the allied aerodromes simultaneously and
really did a lot of damage. Fig. 72 is the page from the Operations Record Book describing the
action. Fig. 73 is Christopher Thomas’ painting of the event.
Fig. 72, 440 Squadron Operations Record

Fig. 73, Operation Bonaparte, by Chris Thomas

I was in church at the time. I was scared and crawled in-between the alter and the piano. I don’t
know where the rest of the guys went, but the Padre just kept on with the service as though nothing was
happening. We eventually got out of the church and into our air raid shelter. When the German aircraft had
left, we were all standing outside the air raid shelter watching our aircraft burning (Fig. 74), when a bomb
exploded. I bit right through the stem of my pipe—so much for brave pilots.

Fig. 74, Typhoon in flames
during Operation Bonaparte
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Eight of us were sent to Tangmere, England to pick up new typhoons. We were billeted in a
small rooming house for the three nights we had to wait for the planes. We were doing a bit of
partying and one night Bill Clifford fired my 25 automatic into the ceiling—western style. I was the
“leader of the pack” and it took some fast talking to talk our landlady out of throwing us out. Bill
Clifford was an N.C.O. (non commissioned officer) at the time. In order to get him into the officer’s
mess with the rest of us, I took half of my rank badges off and put them on Bill. Finally on January
4th our aircraft were ready and we flew them back to Eindhoven. One of them probably ended up as
Pulverizer III, which I flew for the first time on my 67th Op on January 16th.
Fig. 75

Bill and I became very good friends (Fig. 75). We flew many Ops together and I guess I was his Buck
Jenvey. He survived the war and Hazel and I visited him in Toronto and he came up to Timmins to do a
little moose hunting. He and Agnus visited us several times in Vancouver. In May 2004, Bill and I traveled
to Normandy as roommates on a “Typhoon Pilots Bus Tour”.

On January 11th, during a spell of bad weather we went up to the front to liberate some furniture
and a piano for the officer’s mess. Four of us went along to do the job. Fig. 76 is the Record Book
notation. Fig. 77 is our 1500 weight truck driver (Niel). Fig. 78 is Ernie Savard and I. Fig. 79 is Bob
Grey and Niel.
Fig. 76, 440 Squadron Operations Record

Fig. 77 (left)

Fig. 78, Hardy (left)
Savard (on right)
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Fig. 83 (left)

Fig. 79, Niel (left) and Bob Grey

One of the ways we passed the time
during periods of bad weather was making
souvenir hunting trips up to the front line in

Fig. 80, Kearse, Self and John Flintoft

the jeep. Fig. 80 is Percy Kearse—self—John
Flintoft. Fig. 81 is Bob Grey. Fig. 82 is Percy
Kearse. Fig. 83 is typical signs along the road
to the front known as “Maple Leaf Up”. You
could buy anything from a soldier at the front
for a bottle of booze or a carton of cigarettes.
I ended up with a German rifle, a Dutch
sword, 6 hand guns and some small items like
German cutlery, pictures etc.
Fig. 81, Bob Grey
Our flying schedule on ops was 6 weeks on the job and
then 10 days leave back in England. I would head straight
to my grandparents place at 94 Randal Street in Blackburn
and leave my souvenirs with them for safekeeping. Then I
would head down to London for a little R&R before going
back to Eindhoven. One night I couldn’t find a room in
London and I slept on a park bench in “Barkley Square”. I
don’t remember hearing any nightingales singing.

Fig. 82, Percy Kearse

On January 21st we lost Percy Kearse on his 30th Op—the first pilot I lost as flight commander. It was
the duty of the flight commander to write to the next of kin when he lost a pilot; a job I would have to do
four times before I finished my tour. Fig. 84 is his wife’s answering letter. Fig. 85 is the Record Book entry.
Fig. 85, 440 Squadron Operations Record
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On January 23rd on my 71st Op I had a shaky do. I took two 20-mm hits in my right wing and one
40-mm splinter in my left wing (Fig. 86). When we were approaching the aerodrome I told my
wingman to stay well back in case I had some control damage to the landing gear. “Pitchdark”,
the aerodrome control chap, snapped at me when he heard me talking to my wingman that I
should have given him more notice. She landed fine and the Pulverizer, ambulance and fire truck
all rolled down the runway in perfect formation.
Fig. 86, Logbook Entry

On January 23rd we lost Bugs Byers on his 9th Op. He was a Flight Lieutenant and a very
experienced pilot, but he was hit in his dive and burst into flames. See Fig. 87— log book page
and Fig. 88 — Record Book notation.

Peggy Schmid-Byers, his sister, is now a member of our Typhoon pilots group in Vancouver.
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On January 28th I was officially made flight commander of “A” Flight (Fig. 87-previous). One of the cold
jobs in the winter was “Readiness” at the end of the runway first thing in the morning. We would taxi
out with our guide on the wing (Fig. 89 – it was hard to see out front past that big engine) and wait to
be scrambled if required. My mechanic used to lay on the wing along side the engine out of the wind to
keep warm.

Fig. 89, Readiness

All winter long the Allies were building up their men and material on our side of the Rhine River
in preparation for the next big battle “Operation Varsity” – the crossing of the Rhine that took
place on March 24th.
It was our job not to let the Germans do the same on their side on the Rhine. As you can
tell from the “Operations Record Book” pages and my log book pages, we gave it our best shot.
Twenty squadrons of typhoons flying an average of 30 Ops each resulted in 600 Ops on all good
days. We flew as far into Germany as Munster (150 miles) and as far north as Groningen (185
miles) – Fig. 90. The typhoon was good for 500 miles and we were stretching it on these long
trips.
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On January 31st the weather was duff so we decided to take a trip down to Brussels (about
90 miles) to see our Belgium friends (Fig. 90.1). We took the furniture out of our dispersal and
put it in a 1500 weight for the trip. “B” Flight Commander was in charge of the troops. He
laid the law down that if we weren’t back at the North Station where the truck was parked by
12 p.m., we would be left.
We all dispersed to our own pubs to renew old acquaintances. I stayed with mine a little
too long and ended up having to run all the way back to the truck. It was dark as a blackout
can be and I was scared of being jumped from a dark doorway, so I ran down the center of the
street. I took my automatic out of my shoulder holster and carried it in my hand; I was sure
relieved to rejoin the group. We all made it back on time and the trip was enjoyed by all.
Fig. 90.1, 440 Squadron Records

Fig. 90.2 is a typical month end report as made out for the O.C.
Fig. 90.2, 440 Squadron Records

On February 2nd we lost Deek Passmore (Fig. 91 & Fig. 91A) on his 21st Op. I wrote a letter to his
mother (Fig. 92) and her answer (Fig. 93). You will notice that even though I give them an eye witness
account of what happened, they don’t believe it.
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Pulverizer III (RB342) flew her last op on February 22nd. I can’t remember what happened to her but
she was taken off the line. After she was repaired she went to 438 Squadron and her letter was changed to “Q”.
She was shot down on April 23, 1945.

Fig. 94, Logbook entry

On February 24th we lost John Flintoft (Fig. 94) on his 30th Op. He had the only engine failure I can remember
on ops*. Luckily he force landed in Holland and was able to avoid capture until VE Day. I wrote a letter to his
mother and Fig. 95 is her reply.
*During our recent tour of Normandy in May/04, John told me that he did not have engine failure, he
had taken a hit in his engine.
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On February 25th I flew Pulverizer IV RD389 (Fig. 94) for the first time. I took her
up for 55 minutes to check out her engine and flying stability. Then I took her on her
first Op, my 87th Op. Pulverizer IV flew on to the end of the war and was scraped along
with all but one typhoon. The remaining aircraft is in the Hendon Museum in London.
Fig. 96, 440 Squadron Records

On February 28th we lost Bill Gibbs on his 37th Op (Fig. 94 & Fig. 96) and almost lost Bob Gray.
I wrote to Bill’s mother; Fig. 97 ( found on pages 77 & 78 ) is her reply.
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Fig. 98, Near miss above bomb rack

On March 2nd on my 90th Op I had a
close call. I was firing my cannon
on the way down the dive when I
was hit in my right bomb rack (Fig.
98). If his aim had of been 6 inches
higher he would have blown my
wing off. Lady Luck was riding with
me on that day.

On my 92nd Op I was strafing the engine of a train (one of the perks of being the leader was that you got
to do the engine) and I was hit again, this time in the tail (Fig. 99).

Fig. 99, Logbook Entry
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Fig. 101
S/L Hal Gooding had finished his tour and wanted to
have a holiday in southern France before he returned
to England. I decided to go with him.
The first thing we needed was a car. I took my
two mechanics and our Dutch interpreter (Fig.
100) up to the front in our jeep. We came to a
large fenced-in enclosure full of cars. There was
one American soldier on guard at the gate.
I walked up to him with a bottle of Cognac in
my hand and said to him: “What would it take
for you to turn your back long enough for us to
tow a car out of there?” He looked at me, then
at the bottle and without a word he grabbed the
bottle. We drove in and Vic and Pete checked
out the cars and picked one, an Adler (Fig. 101).
Hal issued me a pass (Fig. 102) and he made up a
“Special Authorization” (lost) authorizing us to
fill up at any military refueling station along the
way — nice to have the power of a squadron
leader. We drove approximately 2000 miles and
visited 11 cities along the way (Fig. 103).

Fig. 100

Fig. 102, Special Authorization

Fig. 103, Travel Route
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We towed it out and kept going for about a mile before we thought it was safe to stop. They got it
going and they drove it back to the airport. Notice that we put “CANADA” on the doors and 143 W on the
fenders to “Canadianize” it.
We only had one unpleasant thing happen to us on the trip. We were at a dance in southern France
where the F.F.I. (the French underground) would designate certain dances as F.F.I. only. They were
overdoing it and the locals were getting annoyed with them. We could see it was going to get ugly and we
were in the middle, so we sneaked out and got our car out of there before the fighting started.
Fig. 104
It was very cold that spring on the
Mediterranean and the beaches were covered
with barbed wire (Fig. 104). There were very
few people on the beaches as you can see in the
background, but we enjoyed the sightseeing
and the hospitality of the people. Canadians to
them were special, even if we couldn’t speak
French. On the way home we stopped in to
visit the Simpens. They were pleased to see
me still alive. I told them I only had 8 Ops left
to go, but I don’t think they understood that
that meant my war was almost over.

We arrived back at Eindhoven on March 16th, Hal proceeded to England and I went back on ops to finish
off my last 4 trips. While we were away the squadron had kept up the relentless attacks on the German
supply lines, luckily with no casualties.

On March 24th the last big battle of the war, “Operation Varsity”, the crossing of the Rhine
took place. The typhoon squadrons were to bomb the German flak gun positions with antipersonnel bombs and then strafe them to keep them out of action while the gliders (Fig. 107) and
the paratroops landed. The timing was perfect and we were just finishing up our job when the sky
was full of gliders and paratroopers. It looked like something you would see in the movies.
Fig. 107
As I was leaving the briefing room to fly my 96th Op
(Figs. 105 & 106), the wing commander came over to me
and said, “You be extra careful today because this is your
last op”. It was unheard of for him to give such a warning
and it made me nervous. When it was time to start the
dive, I thought to myself, here goes for the last time and
down we went.

My last trip was to be strafing German anti-aircraft guns on the east side of the Rhine, a very
dangerous job. The Germans placed their guns in groups of three, in a triangle. (Fig. 107.1) We would
line up on two for our strafing run which left the other one to fire at you on the way in. We would
open fire on the first gun and keep firing through the second gun, about a 2 second burst. You could
only make 3 or 4 runs before you were out of ammo. Maybe that was a blessing. I think I must have
been happy to run out of ammo on that last trip. I can still remember the feeling I had as I crossed the
Rhine on the way home, I must have been smiling to myself.
When I landed at base I was grounded and Bill Clifford took over command of the flight.
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I wanted to make one more souvenir hunting trip up to the front before I went back to England. I
think it was the next day, March 25th, that we drove up to the Rhine. There were no bridges across yet so we
hitched a ride across on an army amphibious vehicle. The allied causalities had been picked up, but the
German soldiers still lay where they fell along the roads. The area east of the Rhine had been mined and we
had to be careful where we walked. I’m sure we were booby trap conscious also after what happened in
Brussels.
We came across a German soldier who was still alive. He had the imprint of a rifle butt in his forehead
and was asking for water. I ran out to the main road and stopped an ambulance and told the driver. He said
he was on his way up to the front and he couldn’t stop, but he would look at him on the way back. I often
wondered over the years if that soldier survived.
A column of prisoners were being marched back to the Rhine by some American soldiers. There was a
canister of material that had been dropped by parachute. They sent the prisoners out into the mine field to
get it. We watched as they carefully worked their way out and back with the canister. The army had already
picked up all the good souvenirs and we only found a few small things. The real souvenirs from that trip were
the memories of what a battle field looks like the day after the battle.
When we got to the Rhine on the way home, the army had finished the pontoon bridge. A camera
truck was leading a bunch of dignitaries as they walked eastward across the bridge. We were walking
westward and we passed them on the bridge—a nice way to end my last souvenir trip to the front.
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To give you a feel for what a combat mission was like, I’ll run you through a typical one.
We reported to the Intelligence room at say 8 a.m. The Intelligence Officer is standing before a large
map of the area on the wall. He shows us where the latest army positions are and he has drawn a heavy black
line on the map called the “bomb line”. We never fused our bombs until we crossed that line.
He would point out our primary target and sometimes a secondary target. The flight commander would
synchronize watches and set the “Tit Time” (the time everyone pressed the starter button). If it was a
dangerous target like a bridge (we usually lost someone on a bridge), we would all stop for a “nervous pee”
(when you are scared, your stomach tightens up and you have to pee) on our way to the dispersal.
We would take our flying gear out of our steel chests and suit up. The flight commander and
Blue 1 would go over the map with us and we would go out to our planes. Our ground crews would help us
buckle up and hook up our radios and oxygen supply. Mine always gave my hood a last minute polishing. At
“Tit Time” all 9 engines would start. When we were ready to taxi out the spare would shut down.
We would take off in pairs and form up on the leader as previously shown in Fig. 2. When we were all in our
proper place the leader would say, “Saffron setting course over to B Baker”. We would all switch from “A”
aerodrome control to “B” our operational channel and then we would observe radio silence as we headed
towards our target.
As we approached the Rhine, the leader would say “Saffron Battle Formation” (commands were short
and crisp to avoid the possibility of the German radar fixing our position) and we would all spread out as
previously shown in Fig. 3. At the first burst of radar predicted 88-mm flak the leader would say “Saffron
Weave Gently” and we would all weave together to throw off the flak gunners.
As soon as we were clear of the defended area east of the Rhine we would reform in our finger four formation
and head straight for the primary target.
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As we approached our target the leader would say “Saffron Echelon Starboard” and we would all take up
our bombing positions (Fig. 4 / see page 5).
When we were in the right position for the dive the leader would say “Saffron Going Down – Now”
(Fig. 107.2), and we would all follow down as close behind him as we could, no one wanted to be alone in the
dive. On the way down we would be “hanging in the straps” (when you are going straight down with zero G
on the aircraft you fall forward in your harness).
You didn’t see the anti-aircraft tracer bullets on the way down. You were looking at the front end of
them, but as soon as you pulled out of your dive you could see them going past you by the hundreds – “my
ring would be twitching”. (When you think you are going to be shot any second your rectum expands and
contracts. We Canadians used to say “my ring was twitching” and the Brits used to say they were “playing
sixpence / half a crown.”
At 525 miles per hour (the red line on the typhoon’s airspeed indicator), you were out of range in a few seconds
and on your way back up to rejoin the squadron.
Now your aircraft was clean and you started looking for targets of opportunity.
You had 460 rounds of cannon shells to do a bit of strafing before you headed home.
After you had done that 96 times you were sent back to England for a 3 months rest.
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It was the custom when leaving a squadron to have all the pilots sign your log book (Fig. 108).
I signed for those that were off on leave.

Fig. 109, the leaders of
the pack – Ernie
Savard (“B” Flight
Commander),
Hal Gooding
(Squadron Leader),
Self (“A” Flight
Commander).

Fig. 109

Fig. 108

Fig. 110 is a squadron picture with 20 pilots;
the rest must have been on leave.

Fig. 110

Fig. 111
Fig. 111

Fig. 111 is a picture of the 4
Timmins fellows in 143 wing.
From left to right: Don Bawks,
self, Ian McDonald, Jack
Thomas.
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Fig. 111.5 – leaflets dropped on the German troops. They were contained in a 4-compartment
canister with approximately 800 leaflets per compartment. I never had the fun of dropping leaflets.
Fig. 111.5
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In 1989, a group of Frenchmen started erecting the memorial to the typhoon
pilots and their supporting staff who lost their lives in WWII (Fig. 115).

Fig. 114, Typhoon Pilots Memorial
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Pulverizer IV

450 typhoons attacked the beaches on D Day. Before we closed the gap at Falaise, 151 pilots had been killed.
The original monument was for these pilots, but after it was completed in 1990 it was decided to honour all
666 typhoon pilots and 21 ground crew who were killed in WWII (Fig. 116).
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